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Hierarchical histories for hypertext navigation�
a pilot study of individual di�erences�

Jon Oberlander and Richard Cox and Robert Inder and Richard Tobin
Human Communication Research Centre

University of Edinburgh
� Buccleuch Place� Edinburgh eh� �lw� Scotland

fJ�Oberlander� R�Cox� R�Inder� R�Tobing�ed�ac�uk

Abstract

Two hypermedia navigation aids are virtually
ubiquitous�the history list� and the graphical
overview� However� it can be argued that there is
an increasing need for a half�way house between the
linear record of the individual�s session� and the hierar�
chical or network representation of abstract document
structure� We are therefore investigating �hierarchi�
cal histories�� one particular approach to this enables
backtracking to be based on the structure of the user�s
dialogue with the hypermedia system� We believe that
such �discourse�structural backtracking� 	DSB
 avoids
various di�culties that have been pointed out in the
literature� and improves a hypertext system�s usabil�
ity� To test this� we have implemented DSB in Emacs

Info� and run some simple experiments� the pilot re�
sults con�rm the importance to navigation of individ�
ual dierences in cognitive style� In particular� we
believe that DSB may help alleviate the navigational
problems suered by users with poorer spatial visual�
isation skills�

Introduction

Two hypermedia navigation aids are virtually
ubiquitous�the history list� and the graphical
overview� However� we may also need a half�way house
between the linear record of the individual�s �previous
personal use of the system� 	Neilsen 
���� and the
hierarchical or network representation of abstract doc�
ument structure� We are therefore investigating �hier�
archical histories� and �discourse�structural backtrack�
ing�� aiming at avoiding some of the di�culties that
have been observed in the literature�
The rest of this document is structured as follows�

First� we discuss the notion of hierarchical histories�
emphasising that the need for them has already been
recognised in the literature� In sections � and � we
quickly sketch the relevant ideas from discourse the�
ory� and the implementation we built to explore their

�Submitted for the MIT Press CD�ROM book based on the
�rst international workshop on Intelligence and Multimodality
in Multimedia Interfaces� held in Edinburgh� July �����

e�cacy� These two sections rehearse material that has
been reported elsewhere 	Inder and Oberlander 
����

���� and can be skipped by the informed reader� The
next section outlines the method and materials pur�
sued in the empirical evaluation originally reported by
Davis 	
���� The results from that study initially
appeared inconclusive� but the following section ar�
gues that the data can be re�analysed� taking into ac�
count individual di�erences between users� focussing
on known indicators of cognitive style� Hence� we then
report this pilot re�analysis� and the suggestive results
that have emerged� We conclude by considering some
further data� and indicate the likely future direction of
full studies�

Hierarchical histories

The need for an �intermediate� navigation tool is par�
ticularly apparent on the World Wide Web� The most
popular browsers� Netscape and Mosaic� provide histo�
ries� which are linear lists of recently visited nodes� and
use the same data structure to support a basic form
of backtracking�chronological� or single visit 	Bieber
and Wan 
����in which users may retrace their steps
through a space of documents�� However� o�ering a
graphical overview would help to make the hierarchi�
cal � or network� structure of the documents available to
the user� Graphical overviews are therefore on the Web
project�s invited contribution list 	Berners�Lee 
����
and are already supported in Hyper�G� The problem
remains that straightforward ways of building such
tools 	Halasz� Moran and Trigg 
��� fail with long ses�
sions or with large or ill�structured documents�both
of which are common on the Web� The key di�culty
is that the graphs just get too big� or too messy� Obvi�
ously� di�erential magni�cation of the graph 	Furnas

�They also oer a simple footprinting mechanism� to
indicate which links have already been followed� together
with manually�added bookmarks� which in Netscape can be
hierarchically organised� Bookmarks� of course� typically
tell you where you might go� not where you have just been�




���� Misue� Eades� Lai and Sugiyama� 
��� can
greatly increase the ability of a graphical represen�
tation to convey useful detail within the context of
a �whole�� But the scale of the problem confronting
Web browsers requires enormous information suppres�
sion� and attempts at aggregation 	that is� information
hiding based on the content of the node 	Mukherjea�
Foley and Hudson� 
���� Zizi and Beaudouin�Lafon�

��� may ultimately prove useful�

Nonetheless� there is a third way� and it should be
of help in any browser� not just the ones pointed at
the Web� Instead of linear history lists� and hierarchi�
cal document overviews� we can aim at hierarchical
histories 	cf� Foss 
���� But to give histories that
extra dimension� we need to recognise the task�oriented
structure that individual users impose on the informa�
tion� D�omel�s 	
��� Webmap represents one possi�
ble approach� while Hyperflex uses more sophisti�
cated techniques to recognise user goals from analysis
of node content 	Kaplan� Fenwick and Chen� 
����
Bieber and Wan 	
��� raise the possibility of recog�
nising user task structure from access sequences� and
using it to guide backtracking�

In particular� they propose �detour�removing� back�
tracking� which avoids re�visiting nodes which were
only visited by mistake� They suggest that task struc�
ture can be used to tell when the user has returned to
the main navigation sequence after a detour� and that
the detour can then be eliminated from the history�
and hence� from any subsequent backtrack� The his�
tory would be hierarchical in the sense that node�visits
would categorised as main or subordinate� orthogo�
nally to their sequential position� However� once the
categorisation was made� the history would be destruc�
tively altered� and converted back into a linear list�
albeit a �relevant� one�

As Neilsen 	
������� observes� the problem with
detour�removal �is obviously to detect the detours and
there is currently no empirical evidence to suggest that
this is possible in the general case�� Elsewhere� in fact�
Neilsen 	
��� experimented with a backtrack mecha�
nism that e�ectively removed irrelevant nodes from the
history� As well as a standard backtrack button� his
Hypertext�� system also supported an �express re�
turn� button� in one particular location� This allowed
users to make a double backtrack� �providing a shortcut
through the straight backtrack path� �p����� However�
he found that �almost no test users understood this
facility� 	Neilsen 
�������

Inspired by the study of what makes a body of lan�
guage cohere 	cf� for instance� Grosz and Sidner 
����
we have developed an idea broadly similar to Bieber
and Wan�s� albeit extracting information from docu�

ment structure rather than window operations� Re�
trieving this information allows us to o�er a principled
mechanism for detecting detours� and allowing back�
tracking to bypass them� thereby providing a system�
atic method for express returns� We believe it thereby
avoids Neilsen�s objections� and may be worth deploy�
ing more widely�

Discourse�structural backtracking

Elsewhere� we have observed that discourse theory�s
aim is to model the construction and evolution of the
structures underlying extended discourses 	Inder and
Oberlander 
���� Most approaches agree that dis�
course is hierarchically structured� and that a limited
set of relations link its sub�parts� Within this frame�
work� a theory must explain how new information is
integrated into the existing structure of a discourse�
For instance� it is important to model the process of
�discourse popping�� which occurs whenever the topic
under discussion changes� or reverts back to an older
topic�
Where approaches diverge is over the number of re�

lations 	and levels of representation proposed by the
theories� At one extreme� Rhetorical Structure The�
ory 	Mann and Thompson 
��� recruits some �� re�
lations� including Explanation and Parallel� At the other�
Grosz and Sidner 	
��� support just two relations� so
discourse purposes are related by either immediate dom�

inance 	a part�whole� subordination relation� or satis�
faction precedence 	a sequencing� coordination relation�

Applying a two�relation theory of discourse structure
to hypertextual discourse suggests a number of more�
or�less obvious theoretical identi�cations�

On the one hand� we can look at the static docu�
ment structure� First� Next and Previous nodes can
be seen as coordinated with the current node� Sec�
ondly� sub�nodes� and hyper�linked nodes can be seen
as subordinated to the current node� Finally� linking
in general is equivalent to discourse attachment�

On the other hand� we can see how an individual�s
speci�c dialogue through their browser will map this
hierarchy or network into another discourse structure�
This hierarchical structure is clearly richer than a lin�
ear history� since it encodes the relationships between
embedding discourse contexts� With this structure� we
can stipulate that the rules for discourse attachment
should apply as in conversation� As with co�operative
conversation� there ought to be navigational features
that make it obvious when a discourse pop or push is
possible� and where the topic would switch to�
This additional structure is su�cient for a hierar�

chical history mechanism� The history could be dis�
played as an actual graph of session structure� as in



Figure 
� A node presented by Info� Anchors at the
top indicate the destinations of single�key commands
to move to previous and up nodes� ��Note Locals���
is an example of an embedded link�

D�omel 	
���� and this is our ultimate aim� However�
our initial work has focussed simply on showing that
any access to this hierarchical history would help nav�
igation� Hence� we have implemented a discourse�
structural backtracking mechanism� If hierar�
chical history can make a positive di�erence without a
graphical display� then it should be even more e�ective
with one�

Implementation� DS�INFO

In Inder and Oberlander 	
���� 
���� we have de�
scribed DS�Info� and we here lay out its key features as
brie�y as possible� DS�Info is based on the Info hyper�
text help system embedded within the Emacs family of
editors� Emacs 
� Info handles only plain ASCII text�
and expects keyboard commands 	see Figure 
� How�
ever� it supports several link types� allowing document
structure to be made explicit�
How do we end a digression� and return to the origi�

nal point 	cf� Foss 
���� In Info� Notes often initiate
digressions� and there is only one way back from them�
backtracking� But this can be ine�cient and distract�
ing if a sequence of nodes has been followed after a
Note� Thus� DS�Info o�ers a command� Return to�
which closes o� a digression and returns to the previ�
ous context�it functions as a discourse pop� just like
saying Anyway� in a conversation� Following a Note�
or jumping to an arbitrary node� opens a new discourse
context� a daughter to the current one� When a node
is displayed as part of such a nested discourse� DS�
Info creates a link to the point of departure from the
mother discourse and adds it as a Return to anchor
on the target node�� Compare Figures 
 and ��

�In the current Emacs �� implementation� the anchors

Figure �� Figure 
�s node as presented by DS�Info�
which has added a Return to anchor�

This� then� is the essence of discourse�structural
backtracking� the user�s discourse structure is used
automatically to locate places from which they have
digressed� and the most recent of these is presented
as a navigation option� As well as this� however� DS�
Info exploits the idea that if we follow a digression� the
target text is usually presented in a di�erent context
from the one for which it was written� This converts
whatever discourse information the author has incor�
porated into an irrelevant distraction� DS�Info handles
this by removing any �discourse context� anchors from
nodes which are reached out of context� the reader
can still see links to daughter nodes� but those to sis�
ter or mother nodes are suppressed� In this way� a node
will bear di�erent anchors� depending on whether it�s
reached in or out of context� See Figure ��
In fact� informal evaluation quickly revealed that

suppressing mothers was a bad idea� DS�Info fre�
quently presented text that built on other nodes that
had not themselves been presented� and provided read�
ers with no way to access the prerequisite text� We
therefore added a new anchor� leading to information
About a node that is reached out�of�context� The des�
tination of this link is the node that was originally Up
from the current node� but the link signals a di�erent
purpose within the discourse� and the reader following
it arrives at this mother node out of context� This facil�
ity resembles a limited version of Instone� Teasley and
Leventhal�s 	
��� bidirectional �incoming links�� In
their system� HyperHolmes II� users were presented
with �a list of other nodes in the document that have
links pointing to the current node� �p����� About o�ers
a single� �standard� incoming link to the new node� See
Figure ��

are active� so navigation commands can be moused as well
as keyed� In the Emacs �� version evaluated� however� only
keyboard commands were supported�



Figure �� Di�erent headers for the same node� The
upper window shows how DS�Info has modi�ed the
header speci�ed in the document� shown in the lower
window� by removing the structural links and adding
a Return to anchor�

Figure �� A node showing an About anchor� This is
the result of using DS�Info to follow the link in the text
of the node shown in Figure �� note how the Return
to anchor now indicates that node�

Cognitive evaluation

So� we have suggested that discourse structure sup�
ports a hierarchical history� and that backtracking can
be designed to exploit it� Is this form of backtracking
any use� To test the system� a controlled laboratory
experiment was conducted� the original results were
reported in Davis 	
����
There were 
� subjects� all postgraduate students

who were regular users of Emacs� but novice users of
Info� Their task was to solve four problems� using a
constructed information�base� about the facilities in a
�ctitious city called Lance� using either Info or DS�Info
as hypertext engines� The problems were like this�

I am currently at the Ski Centre and have to get
to a friend at the Pelican Cafe in 
� minutes� It is
currently �pm� I have only got ����� left� How do
you recommend I get there� I know I can because
I have done it before� I get no concessions�

On average� a problem could take between 
� and 
�
minutes to solve� Each subject used each system for
two questions� and the experimental design was con�
trolled for order of system� and question�presentation�
A number of measures were taken� including time�to�
solution� accuracy�of�solution� and full time�stamped
system�logs�
From the system�logs� we can compute various mea�

sures� For instance� we can calculate the visits�per�
node executed by a subject on a problem� This is just
the total number of node�visits divided by the num�
ber of distinct nodes visited� and is the inverse of the
proportion of visits which are made to previously un�
visited nodes� Or we can count the top node visits
executed by a subject on a problem� which is the num�
ber of visits to the information�base�s initial node� To
illustrate� the fragment of system�log in Table 
 yields
��

 visits�per�node� and � visits to top�
Davis compared subjects� performance on the prob�

lems� using the two systems� He found no e�ect from
order of system�presentation� but also no signi�cant
di�erences on time or accuracy� However� there were
some encouraging trends� For instance� it appeared
that DS�Info use was associated with fewer errors in
subjects� solutions� And when DS�Info was used after
Info� use of its Return to command apparently su�
perceded Last� which it still supported�so subjects
were at least not confused about it�
Most interestingly� for current purposes� however�

was the indication that top�node visits were reduced�
On the fourth problem� the reduction approached sig�
ni�cance� When attempted using Info� mean visits to
top  ����� n  �� When attempted with DS�Info�
mean visits to top  ����� n  �� A one tailed t�test



Table 
� A fragment of a subject�s timestamped system
log

Key� reset Time� �������� Node� �Top�

Key� menu Time� �������� Node� �City�

Key� follow Time� �������� Node� �Travel�

Key� menu Time� �������	 Node� �Rush Hour�

Key� last Time� �������
 Node� �Travel�

Key� menu Time� �������
 Node� �Metro�

Key� menu Time� �������� Node� �Metro Map�

Key� last Time� �������� Node� �Metro�

Key� top Time� �������� Node� �Top�

Key� menu Time� �������� Node� �City�

Key� menu Time� �������� Node� �Entertainment�

Key� last Time� ����
��� Node� �City�

Key� menu Time� ����
��
 Node� �Sports�

Key� menu Time� ����
��� Node� �Skiing�

Key� top Time� ����
��	 Node� �Top�

Key� menu Time� ������� Node� �City�

Key� follow Time� ������� Node� �Travel�

Key� top Time� ������� Node� �Top�

Key� menu Time� ������� Node� �City�

�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�
�

indicated that the fall approached statistical signi��
cance� t  �
���� df  
�� p  ������
Though not conclusive� this apparent trend is sug�

gestive in the light of previous work on individual dif�
ferences in navigation� Our recent work on the cog�
nitive e�ects of multimodal learning environments has
also focussed on the in�uence of cognitive style 	cf�
Stenning� Cox and Oberlander� 
���� we therefore
brie�y review the issues concerning individual di�er�
ences in navigation� in the next section�

Individual di�erences

Vicente� Hayes and Williges 	
��� examined individ�
ual di�erences among users of a hierarchical �le sys�
tem� They used a battery of psychometric tests� and
found that vocabulary and spatial visualization tests
were the best predictors of task performance� account�
ing for ��! of the variance in the data� The Educa�
tional Testing Service�s VZ�� test of spatial visualiza�
tion requires subjects to indicate the appearance of an
unfolded piece of paper� which� while folded� has had
holes punched through it� Ability on the VZ�� test was
the best predictor� and it was found that subjects with
low spatial ability took twice as long to perform an in�
formation retrieval task� compared with highly spatial
subjects� Examination of command use frequencies in�
dicated that low spatial subjects were getting lost in
the �le hierarchy� and having to retrace their steps�
Campagnoni and Erlich 	
��� applied similar tech�

niques in a hypertext context� Using the VZ�� test�
they found that spatial visualization ability correlated
positively with e�ciency of information�location in hy�
pertext� low spatial subjects took around 
��� seconds
for a task� compared with highly spatial subjects� who

were almost twice as fast� taking around ��� seconds�
They also found that there was a highly signi�cant neg�
ative correlation between subjects� spatial ability and
the number of visits they made to the top node of the
hypertext 	r  ������ p � ������ low spatial subjects
made around 
� visits to top on a task� compared with
highly spatial subjects� who made around � visits�

From this� Campagnoni and Erlich argue that �indi�
viduals with good spatial visualization skills can con�
struct a better internal model of the information archi�
tecture of a hierarchical hypertext system� �pp���"���
It follows from this that navigation facilities� which aim
to help subjects build better models of information ar�
chitectures� will be of particular help to the subjects
with low spatial skills�

Re�interpreted results

The design of Davis 	
��� did not include psychomet�
ric tests� However� in view of Campagnoni and Erlich�s
�ndings� we can use a surrogate measure to split the
population into two spatial ability groups� We can do
this because the Lance information�base is also hierar�
chical� with a top node� in this architecture� and with
standard navigation facilities� there is a strong nega�
tive correlation between spatial ability and number of
visits to top� Hence� we can perform a median split� di�
viding the group into two groups of �� those who made
relatively few visits to top when using the standard sys�
tem� and those who made relatively many visits to top
when using the standard system� We term the former�
more spatially able� group TopLo� we term the latter�
less spatial� group TopHi�

We should emphasise here that this TopLo#TopHi
categorisation is only a surrogate for a categorisation
based directly on spatial ability� It is not a genuine
substitute for the latter� but it does at least pro�
vide a means of re�interpreting Davis�s 	
��� data in
the light of individual di�erences� The following re�
sults must obviously be viewed as pilot indications�
providing reasons for pursuing further investigation�
rather than as de�nitive results�

So� recall that taking the population of 
� as a whole�
we did not �nd any signi�cant di�erences between their
task performances on Info and DS�Info� Now� however�
we can consider whether TopLo and TopHi subjects
di�er in the way they respond to the two systems� If
Campagnoni and Erlich are right� then better navi�
gation will help the low spatial TopHi subjects most�
We therefore have a speci�c� directional� hypothesis to
test� does DS�Info alleviate the task performance of
TopHi subjects in any way� Table � summarises our
�ndings�

There are two main points to be made� On the one



Table �� Individual di�erences and response to
discourse�structural navigation�
Info is the standard system� DS�Info adds discourse�
structural navigation� TopLo subjects make relatively
few visits to the top node� TopHi make relatively many�
Top v� mean visits to top� v#n� mean visits per node�
w#m� mean non�top visits to non�top node� t  mean
time in seconds on problem�

Top v v#n w#m t

Info

TopLo ���� � 
��� ���
TopHi ��� ���� ���� 
���

DS�Info

TopLo ��
� ��
� ��
� ��

TopHi ���� ���� ���� ���

hand� the analysis indicates that� for a given ability
group� there are no direct di�erences between their per�
formance on the two systems� On the other� however�
there are di�erences on the between�group measures�
and a suggestive result which pertains to di�ering sys�
tem use�
First� then� it should be noted that TopLo subjects

	the highly spatial show no signi�cant di�erences be�
tween their performance on Info and DS�Info� on any
of the selected parameters� Equally� TopHi subjects
	the low spatial only approach a signi�cant di�er�
ence on their performance on Info and DS�Info on one
parameter� Their top�visits decline from ��� to ����
t  
���� df  �� p  �����
Secondly� separate � � � analyses of variance

	anovas were conducted for the four dependent
measures�visits to top� visits per node� visits per non�
top mode and time per problem� The anovas were of
mixed design� Groups was the between�groups factor
with two levels 	TopLo� TopHi� System used 	Info�
DS�Info was treated as a two�level� within�subject� re�
peated measures factor� since each subject used both
systems 	note that order of exposure to systems was
counterbalanced across subjects in the study�
Visits to top� top v The anova results for vis�

its to top revealed a signi�cant main e�ect for group
F 	
� 
�  ���
�MS  ������ p � ���� TopHi sub�
jects made signi�cantly more visits to top than TopLo
subjects on both systems� This is not too surprising�
since visits to top was the basis of dividing subjects
into TopLo and TopHi groups� On the Info system�
the mean visits to top for TopLo subjects was �����
compared with ��� for TopHi� On the DS�Info system�
the means were ��
� and ���� for TopLo and TopHi�
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Figure �� Mean time to solution� The di�erence in
speed is signi�cant when the groups use Info 	t  
�
���� df  
�� p � ���� and insigni�cant when they
use DS�Info�

respectively�
The main e�ect for system and the group�by�system

interaction were not signi�cant�

Visits per node� v�n Again the main e�ect for
group was signi�cant 	F 	
� 
�  �����MS  ����� p �
���� On Info� the means for TopLo and TopHi re�
spectively were 
��� and ����� On DS�Info� they were
��
� and ���
� As the means suggest� the main source
of signi�cance in the groups main e�ect was on Info

and not DS�Info� Post�hoc t�tests revealed a sig�
ni�cant di�erence between the group means on Info

	t  ���
�� df  
�� p � ���� but no signi�cant di�er�
ence between the group means on the DS�Info system�

The main e�ect for system and the interaction of
group�by�system were not signi�cant�

Visits per non�top node� w�m No signi�cant
e�ects were found in the anova� However� a t�test
between TopLo and TopHi mean visits per non�top
node 	means were 
��� and ���� respectively closely
approached signi�cance 	t  �
�
�� df  
�� p  �����

Time� t No signi�cant e�ects were found in the
anova� However� a t�test between the TopLo and
TopHi means on Info revealed a signi�cant di�erence
	t  �
���� df  
�� p � ���� Using Info� TopLo
took a mean ��� seconds per problem� compared with
TopHi� who took 
��� seconds� Using DS�Info� TopLo
took a mean ��
 seconds� compared with TopHi�s ���
seconds� and this latter di�erence was not signi�cant�
See Figure ��

anova is a multivariate analysis technique which



permits the analysis of interactions between variables�
as well as main e�ects� The use of anova also over�
comes the problem of chance signi�cance that is as�
sociated with multiple t�tests� In the results reported
here� post�hoc t�tests were primarily used as a means
of partitioning signi�cant main e�ects detected by the
anovas�

Discussion

The re�interpreted results o�er indirect evidence for
the hypothesis that DS�Info�s implementation of dis�
course structural backtracking aids most those with
low spatial abilities� In e�ect� it could be ameliorat�
ing their poorer spatial visualization skills� and pulling
them up to the navigation standards of those with bet�
ter spatial skills�

Is there any way of understanding what is changing�
as the subjects adapt to the di�erent systems� At the
moment� we can only speculate� and the discussion in
this section should be read in this light�we do not
claim any de�nitive results� However� we do have two
further sources of evidence which may give some clues
as to what adaptation involves� correlational analysis�
and command selection vectors�

First� correlational analysis provides some insight�
Keeping the two ability groups separate� we can com�
pare the extent to which the parameters 	top�v� v#n�
w#m� t are intercorrelated� contrasting this across the
two systems� It seems from this analysis that the
highly spatial subjects don�t change much between Info
and DS�Info� their individual v#n seem to correlate
well across the systems� and with w#m� However� this
is not so for low spatial subjects� One might conclude
that it is the TopHi who are changing� However� it also
seems that for highly spatial subjects using DS�Info�
both v#n and w#m correlate very well with time� vis�
its per node and time spent on the problem are highly
correlated 	r  ����� p � ���
� as are visits per non�
top node and time 	r  ����� p � ���
�

In itself� the idea that mean visits per node correlates
well with time may not sound so surprising� But what
is odd is that the level of correlation holds only for
highly spatial subjects� and only when they use DS�
Info� So the surprising thing is� perhaps� that visits per
node� as an index� isn�t signi�cantly correlated with
time for low spatial subjects� whatever system they
use� or for highly spatial subjects using Info�

Secondly� preliminary analysis of the commands se�
lected by subjects is intriguing� We follow Vicente et
al�� and Elkerton and Williges 	
���� in construct�
ing a vector to summarise command usage across the
subject groups and systems� Each subject is given a
vector of 

 votes� one for each of the mnemonic one�

Table �� Individual di�erences and command selection
vectors�
Info is the standard system� DS�Info adds discourse�
structural navigation� TopLo subjects make relatively
few visits to the top node� TopHi make relatively many�
The eleven mnemonic one�key commands are spelt out
in the text� A maximum score of 
� indicates that
all subjects used the command on both problems at�
tempted with that system� � indicates that no�one used
that command on either problem�

commands

f l m n t u p g s r a

Info

TopLo 
� � 
� � � 
� � � � � �
TopHi 
� 

 
� � � � � � � � �

DS�Info

TopLo 

 
 
� � � � � 
� � 
� �
TopHi 
� � 
� � � 
� � � � � �

key commands available in DS�Info� The commands
are� follow� last� menu� next� top� up� previous�
goto� search� return� and about� The last two of
these� of course� are only available in DS�Info� A vote
is cast for a command if it selected at least once on a
problem� Keeping the two groups of � subjects sepa�
rate� the votes are summed for the � problems tackled
with each system� Thus� for instance� every TopLo
subject uses the menu command m on both questions
they tackle with Info� so the command scores 
�� This
polling procedure prevents the bias that would arise
from repeated patterns of behaviour� The results are
summarised in Table �� where commands are identi�ed
by their single key invocations�

Seven commands have similar usage patterns across
systems� f� l� m� t� p� g and s� Four commands have
usage patterns that vary across systems� n� u� r and a�
of these� r and a are only available in DS�Info� Most
interestingly� four commands have usage patterns that
vary across subject groups� l� p� g and n� last actually
remains constant across systems� although it is much
less used by the highly spatial TopLo�but these sub�
jects adopt return enthusiastically� scoring 
�� against
the � from the TopHi subjects� Use of previous and
goto is also more prevalent amongst the TopLo sub�
jects� but again is not in�uenced by system�

The most revealing patterns concern next and up�
TopLo subjects use next more widely on DS�Info than
on Info� TopHi subjects use next about as much as



TopLo� when they use Info� However� when TopHi
use DS�Info� they use next less widely than on Info�
For this command� then� the subject groups apparently
respond to DS�Info in opposite ways� And while the
usage pattern for up is broadly similar between the
subject groups� we �nd that TopLo subjects use up less
wiedly on DS�Info than on Info� and that by contrast�
TopHi subjects use up more widely on DS�Info than
on Info� Again� the behaviour diverges�

This suggests that spatial visualisation ability might
in�uence how subjects respond to a system incorpo�
rating discourse�structural backtracking 	DSB� Highly
spatial subjects didn�t use ordinary backtracking
	through last� but they all adopt DSB� They don�t
need to use up as much� to get them out of deeply em�
bedded nodes� but they use next more than before�
perhaps because return will always get them back to
the point� Their command usage is still �deep�� but
seems somehow �broader� than before� By contrast� low
spatial subjects respond in a di�erent manner� First�
DSB augments ordinary backtracking�it does not re�
place it� The subjects are using up a little more than
before� and using next rather less� Their usage pattern
seems� if anything� �deeper� than before�

So� even if DS�Info removes performance di�er�
ences between subjects of di�ering spatial ability� it
may still be changing both types of subject� Low
spatial subjects may be navigating the information
base with deeper browsing patterns� High spatial
subjects�already more con�dent� with less conven�
tional backtracking�are able to navigate with pat�
terns that may be no less deep than before� but do
have broader portions� And these navigation patterns
allow highly spatial subjects to solve problems at a rate
directly proportional to the number of visits they make
to each node in a session�

Conclusion and Future Directions

These pilot results indicate that in a full study� it will
be worth testing for a clear e�ect based on individ�
ual di�erences in cognitive style� The discussion of
command selection suggests how such an e�ect could
arise� We conclude that there are preliminary indica�
tions that� 	i discourse�structural backtracking could
help users with poorer spatial skills approximate the
search performance of those with better skills� and 	ii
it may a�ect people with good spatial skills� in ways
that deserve further investigation�

There is therefore provisional evidence for the util�
ity of the hierarchical history that underpins discourse�
structural backtracking� We can avoid the two obvi�
ous pitfalls observed by Neilsen� discussed in section �
DS�Info has shown that there is a way of detecting

structure that can be used to inform backtracking 	cf�
Neilsen 
�������� and that there is a way of imple�
menting this �express� backtracking which is readily
understood by the users 	cf� Neilsen 
������� In our
most recent work� we have developed a graphical ver�
sion of DS�Info� known as GDS�Info� which directly
displays the hierarchical history of the session� exploit�
ing animated graphing� and permitting graph�based
navigation actions� We aim to carry out larger�scale
evaluations of this system� prior to porting its capabil�
ities into a Web browser� These evaluations will again
focus on individual di�erences� and build on the expe�
rience reported here�

In the �rst instance� we are currently running new
tests on DS�Info� administering direct psychometric
tests for individual di�erences in spatial and visual
skills� Two tests from the Educational Testing Ser�
vice�s factor�referenced cognitive test kit 	Ekstrom�
French and Harmon� 
��� are being employed� The
�rst is the VZ�� �paper�folding� test� a measure of spa�
tial ability� The ETS test manual 	
����
�� states
that the VZ�� and related tests measure �The ability
to manipulate or transform the image of spatial pat�
terns into other arrangements�� The second test is the
SS�
 �maze�tracing� speed test� This measures sub�
jects� speed in exploring visually a wide or complicated
spatial �eld� Both tests might be expected to measure
some components of a �visualizer�verbalizer� dimension
of cognitive style 	Jonassen and Grabowski� 
���

Secondly� given the suggestive results from the com�
mand selection vectors� we need to consider how better
to characterise user navigation strategies� building on
the analysis of Canter� Rivers and Storrs 	
���� We
are already re�ning our measures of user activity� to
discriminate better between types of re�visit to nodes�

Finally� in evaluating GDS�Info itself� we would aim
to use equally controlled but more naturalistic ma�
terials for our information�base� through the World
Wide Web� much larger naturally�occurring hypertexts
should be accessible for experimentation�
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